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Publisher’s Note
Welcome to ion Oklahoma, an online digital lifestyle magazine that showcases

“Like” us on facebook
facebook.com/pages/
IonOklahoma-Online

follow us on twitter
@IonOklahoma

the very best of Oklahoma’s culture and people. Annually we publish six issues, all
of which are available on our ion Oklahoma news-entertainment website
www.ionok.com.
From ionok.com our loyal readers can download FREE each of the ion Oklahoma
digital and printed editions, to their computers, ipad tablets, and all mobile
smartphones. Readers have on-demand anytime, anywhere access to every page in
our magazine issues as if they were holding a printed edition in their hands directly
in front of them.
For all those readers who would like to read a printed edition of ion Oklahoma they
can order one copy of any issue from ionok.com. Yes, you can order any issue from our
website and have it mailed to your home or ofﬁce.
As you know the internet is only 5,000 days old and has dramatically changed the
media landscape all over the world. During the next 5,000 days, the internet
technology will again be changing our lives. We, at ion Oklahoma plan to be on the
leading edge of those advances in this new media age of technology.
After only 26 months of publishing ion Oklahoma over 10,565 people who are
downloading our most recent printed editions. Also, our ionok.com website trafﬁc has
grown 74.1% during 2012 when compared to 2011.
The month trafﬁc is growing every month and we are projecting over 100,000
people will visit our website in 2013. Currently ionok.com has over 21,000
subscribers and these are people who can unsubscribe at any time. Ionok.com is
completely user friendly for transferring all content to social media, emailing a
friend, (facebook, twitter, etc.)or downloading to your computer.
I would to thank all those people who follow ion Oklahoma and provide positive
feedback about our new media publication.
We welcome your input and feature story ideas.
Sincerely,
Donald B. Swift
Publisher, ion Oklahoma
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Terry Neese
The Original National Champion of Business Women
by Clif’ Warren

fter reading Facebook COO Sheryl Sandberg’s
controversial new No.1 bestseller “Lean In,” which
advocates businesswomen helping businesswomen and
risking more to sit at the head table with men, native
Oklahoman Terry Neese came to mind due to her encouraging such
leadership activities among businesswomen well before Sandberg
was born.

COVER

A

I talked to Terry to hear her inspiring story of a lifetime of organizing and aiding
women in the business world.
Question: Terry, I imagine you’ve read Sheryl Sandberg’s bestseller “Lean In” that
has stirred up the huge debate among women.
Answer: Yes. I think she’s on the right track with most of her ideas.

Q: Looking at your amazing record of accomplishments, I sense that you did not
slide into the easy national grooves — like those Sandberg found on the way up —
moving from her management consultant position to Chief of Staff of the United
States Treasury, then vice-president of Google and on to her Facebook position.

A: Gosh, no. I grew up in Cookietown, Okla., population five, 30 miles south of
Lawton. I lived a true farm life. Since I was the last ditch effort for my family to
have a boy, I even plowed fields and harvested wheat. All that built an incredible
work ethic. We didn’t even have running water, but the family at least had
survived the Great Depression.

Q: What about your schooling?
A: I was a product of the Union City consolidated school district and attended Big
Pasture schools. When it came time for high school, I had to go two miles across
the Texas border to Burkburnett.
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Q: Were you able to participate in any sports?
A: Basketball gave me my aggressive spirit. I played
guard on the girls’ team from junior high until my
junior year of high school. When the school board
voted to ax the girls’ team, I was All-District forward,
averaging close to 30 points a game. Frustrated my
senior year, I joined a basketball farm team for the
Wichita Falls area and enrolled in the Distributive
Education Program with school in the morning, work
in the afternoon and basketball at night.
Later, I worked at a little dress shop and saved
enough money to go one year to The University of
Oklahoma. I loved college but married at 17 and had
a child at 18.

Q: Were you able to work and still
carry on the duties of motherhood so
young?

A: Fortunately, I got a job in the
personnel business in Norman
and enjoyed helping people find
jobs and getting to know the
hiring companies. I felt like I
was a natural born staffing
industry person.
When the three companies I
worked for failed, I decided

to pick up the reins and start my own business. Since I
always had to work on commission, I knew I could
make a go of things. By then, I was 22 years old.

Q: How did you acquire the business sense without a
degree?

A: I really didn’t have a clue – no business plan, no
management plan, and no marketing know-how. I only
knew I had a knack for getting the right job for the
right people.
At 24 and divorced, I met my second husband, the
true love of my life, who just died six months ago. His
“Go, get ‘em, girl,” gave me the support and the
mantra I always needed.
I set up Terry Neese Personnel
Services in July 1975. Fifteen years
later, I talked my daughter Kim
into joining me on a temporary
basis. She also was a natural,
and I soon felt I could walk
away and leave her totally
in charge.

2012 Graduation at the United States Institute of Peace, Washington D.C., Certificate Presentation-Ambassador Eklil Hakimi, Terry Neese, Lida
Shams - Student from Afghanistan.

Q: Did you have a new direction in mind for yourself?
A: I had then been in the business for 23 years and
was a great believer in small businesses. I decided to
run for Lt. Governor in 1990 and 1994, seeing that
post as a perfect pulpit for small business, but I had
never run for a public office and didn’t know how
politics worked.
I quickly learned if you’re not involved in politics,
politics will run your business.
At that point, I especially realized how important it
was for businesswomen to become active in
government. I started a national organization
“Women Impacting Policy.” I also became national
president of the National Association of Business
Owners, even though I was not a member until 1986.
My role included being Vice President of
Appointments, actually finding women who could
work with the White House during the tenure of
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President George Herbert Walker Bush. This work
led me into close associations with businesswomen in
all 50 states.
I merely had to say, “I’m going to be in your city
next week,” and the sisterhood of businesswomen
looked after me and set up my engagements.
Locally prominent men like Ray Ackerman
mentored me.

Q: Did the waters always remain calm for you?
A: No. Definitely not. The National Association of
Women Business Owners got into an in-fighting fracas
and ended up $250,000 in the red. I had to get to work
quickly to raise $1 million in a short period during
1996 to 1998.

Q: Did you come up with sound advice to ward off
such problems?

A: Businesswomen in particular need to get involved
with the city council and their state and federal
representatives as well.

Having been appointed by three presidents to very
high positions, I learned importantly that you don’t
have to agree with everybody on everything.
Women have been their own worst enemies. As
leaders, you don’t push others down; you pull them up
along with you.

Q: What are your latest endeavors?
A: Seven years ago I started The Institute for
Economic Empowerment of Women, and AT&T
sponsored my “Power Tools for Women Business
Owners” in 14 cities during 2006 and 2007. Also, in
2006, I received a call from the White House
Education Department to put together a project to
help women in Afghanistan.
Everywhere was so much devastation when I visited,
yet there were many young women who wanted to
open small shops and did not know how.
At the time, I said to myself, “This is what you’ve
been working for all your life - to help women with
what you were faced with all those years ago.”

Q: What plan did you come up with?
A: We are now in our seventh year of bringing over
women from Afghanistan and Rwanda each summer
for eight weeks to teach them the basic business
procedures. We provide dorm rooms, supplies and
classrooms in Texas, Michigan and Florida and

Top right: Terry Neese speaking at the 2012
Graduation at the United States Institute of
Peace, Washington D.C. Reception.
Right: 2012 Graduation at the United States
Institute of Peace, Washington D.C. 2012
Students, Kevin Fegan of Northwood University,
Ambassador Melanne Verveer, Justine Mbabazi,
Ambassador Eklil Hakimi, Sultana Hakimi, and
Terry Neese.

Above: Afghan Embassy in Washington D.C. Reception, 2012. Afghan
PTB students, Sultana Hakimi, Terry Neese, Embassy Staff, Manizha
Wafeq, and Alexandra Woodhouse.

involve 23 universities throughout the world.
The women are guided by consultants who match
them with businesswomen who are established in
businesses like the ones these foreign women want to
start.
The matchups, such as those at Northwood
University in Dallas, help them with business plans,
loans and marketing. They learn about freight
forwarding. The networking and the learning curve
soon begins to flow both ways.

Opposite –
Top: Leadership Development Week Welcome at Northwood University,
Cedar Hill, Tx. 2011. Terry Neese, Teddy Gacinya - Student from Rwanda.
Inset: Terry Neese with Salma Noori, student from Afghanistan, at the
Leadership Development Week Welcome.
Bottom: Terry Neese between Martha Birungi and Rita Zirimwabagabo,
students from Rwanda, at the Leadership Development Week Welcome.

On the night of July 30, when the women graduate,
they will start their own alumnae associations and
return home to teach others what they have learned.
I truly believe that my own life has come full circle,
and I am grateful for the wonderful opportunities I’ve
been provided.

Q: Are there any special plans for this summer?
A: On July 29 and 30, we will be hosting “The
Women’s Economic Summit.” The Ambassadors from
Afghanistan and Rwanda will be present to learn
about the obstacles and solutions to the business
process so far, so that they can inform the president in
each country.
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On April 5, in Fort Lauderdale, Fla., Terry Neese was
presented with the 2013 “Enterprising Women Legacy
Award” by the CEO and publisher, Monica Smiley, of
ENTERPRISING WOMEN, during the 11th Annual
Awards ceremony. n

PEOPLE

English Manor House
SHOUTS WITH PERSONALITY
by Steve Winters, WinterHouse Interiors

L

ocated on some street, somewhere
in Oklahoma City, is a stunning
residence owned by one of the most
passionate couples I have had the
pleasure to work for.
I met this couple six years ago. They came into Winter House
Interiors in search of a designer to put the ﬁnishing touches to
their home. My ﬁrst thought was “Here we go again. Another
person needed help to clean up the mess they got themselves
into.”
Boy, was I mistaken. I was taken aback and so excited when
I visited their home for the very ﬁrst time.
You see, these two people are passionate collectors of art
deco and English antiques along with other worldly
collectibles. They were in search of someone to design and
create window treatments for their home, and I could feel and

see their passion as they toured me through this maginiﬁcent
display of worldly goods.
I photographed and researched the collections in each room
as they had them displayed. Every room had a purpose and
told a story. I sketched the designs and presented the fabrics
along with the budget I would need. The rest is history.
Approximately eight weeks later, their home was complete.
As interesting and fun as this project was, I thought it would
be a very long time until another one like it would come along.
Two years ago, this same couple approached me, however,
and asked me to design and fabricate window coverings for
their new home. They said, “We are building an English
cottage.”
I immediately thought, “How quaint.” Today, this couple
agrees with me – it is instead an English manor.
In fact, the house is fashioned after the “manor house” in
APRIL/MAY 2013 ion Oklahoma 19

Castle, Combe, England. The couple commissioned
a local draftsman to help them create this beautiful
English manor and the design phase took
approximately two years. The actual construction
lasted 20 months on this 7700-square-foot manor.
When I approach a home, a certain expectation
exists of the interior. As you pass through the large
heavy front door, you are transcended into a world
of wonderful antiques from around the globe. The
detail in this new home is perfect with everything
carefully researched and put into place.
Every piece of furniture, art and accessory has
history, and believe me, they know each and every
piece’s history and story. Once behind the closed
door, one forgets they are in Oklahoma City and not
somewhere in the countryside of England.

The staircase, wood ﬂoors, along with the lighting, set the
stage for all the magniﬁcent wonders this home has to offer.
The bat ﬁxture also had a presence in their former home. The
Bat/Serpent was converted from gas to electric and its design
originates with Celtic mythology and symbolizes the triumph
of science and modern medicine over witchcraft.
As you enter the music parlor, you immediately notice the
carved sofa and chairs, lavish rugs, art glass, piano and
chenille draperies. The sofa and chairs have been
reupholstered and were at home in the previous house.
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As we tour this home, you are probably thinking, “Boy, not a
lot of space to move around.” Well, the couple’s children are
grown and have their own families. These collectibles are the
couple’s passion and they love and enjoy each and every item.

When designing the living room drapery, I had remembered
seeing Grifﬁn Brackets for drapery rods. I just had to use them
for this particular treatment. The draperies are crushed velvet
with silk blend lining.
The lining is not your typical white or ecru as there is a
solarium on the backside of the house. The backside of the
drapery had to be visually appealing. The solarium appears to
be an add-on, post-construction, but is actually part of the
structure.
Again, it is all in the detail. A settee which was formerly
part of the Egyptian Theatre ladies’ powder in Los Angeles
now sits in the solarium.
The master suite is spacious and warm. The large brick
ﬁreplace anchors the room. The green and chocolate drapery
bring softness and color to the sitting area. The two chairs at
the ﬁreplace are from Capetown, South Africa and are made
from zebra and water buffalo.
The couple tells me the story of the chairs being
quarantined in customs before they could be shipped to
Oklahoma. The chairs were purchased on Ebay and the couple
spend about an hour a day researching and buying online. He
has been a passionate collector for 15 years.
The bedcover is also custom-made and was designed to
balance color and texture.
The master bath vanities are repurposed 1930’s antique
buffets.
Creating the drapery for the theatre room was especially

challenging and fun. The couple had purchased
drapery on ebay from the Palais Theatre in St.
Kilda, Melbourne, Australia, which opened in the
heart of the art deco period in November 1927.
This was to be my inspiration for my
interpretation. Black velvet theatre velvet was
used as the main drapery while taffeta silk was
used as the accent fabric. Pink crystal prisms
catch the light and create a sparkle.
Corridors, arches and transition areas are
covered in brick. Walking through these
passages makes one feel as through you are not
in a newly-constructed home, but in the manor
house at Castle, Combe, England.
The world of interior design is such a
rewarding profession. In this situation, I learned
a lot of wonderful and valuable knowledge from
this passionate and creative couple. n
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COMMUNITY

It’s Pasta Time
Della Terra Pasta from the Urban Agrarian
by Heide Brandes

I

n the back corner of Urban
Agrairian’s cooperative kitchen,
Chef Chris Becker is mixing white,
fluffy Extra Fancy Durum Wheat
with water, each tablespoon measured as
carefully as a bombmaker would, to
create a dough that will become rigatoni
or spaghetti or fusilli.
Becker is meticulous about his pasta. He knows more
about pasta than most chefs, and even the pasta that
spirals out of the pasta machine has its own personality.
Owner of Della Terra Pasta in Oklahoma City, Becker
worked in New York City with some of the most
acclaimed chefs in the country.
He discovered his passion for pasta in those Italian
kichens and he began his career at Lupa, a Roman
style Trattoria in Greenwich Village owned by celebrity
Chef Mario Batali.
Under the tutelege of his mentor, Chef Mark Ladner,
Becker soaked in the spices and skill for Italian
cooking, a skill he brought to the Heartland and to the
pasta he now makes and sells.
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Although most of the Della Terra brand is available
locally at specialty grocers and in local restaurants, the
star-trained chef has a dream to market Oklahoma Citybased pasta worldwide.
“At Lupa, I was very young, but I worked my way up
to the pasta station,” said Becker. “I learned a lot about
pasta cooking, saucing and how to cook pasta. I went
for several years to learn in Paris at Le Bernardin and
the Modern.”
Two years later, Mario Batali asked the chef to help
him at Batali’s flagship restaurant, Del Posto, the only
four-star Italian restaurant in America. Becker said he
took the experiences and skills he had learned to
understand the passion, determination and use of only
the highest-quality ingredients to create inspired
cooking.
“We made fresh pasta, each piece formed by hand,
and I worked at Del Posto for several years before
moving to Oklahoma,” Becker said. His wife’s family
lived in Oklahoma, and the Beckers made the choice
to leave the food capital of the world to travel to home
to red dirt.
“We made the decision that was best for us,” he said.
“We may have left the food capital of the world, but the

Above, Della Terra’s Chef Chris Becker with pasta dies that are used to shape pasta.

craft doesn’t leave you. Like a lot of immigrants, it’s
about bringing in traditions. It’s not about where you
are located, but about holding on to the traditions and
bringing that taste to where you are.”
The concept of a pasta company had been boiling
about in Becker’s head for about three years. As a new
Oklahoman, he started holding seminars and cooking
classes on pasta, showing eager students the art of
pasta making and the idea kept popping up.
“I wanted to develop an international product, and we
were operational in about a year,” said Becker, who
moved in late 2008. “Urban Agrarian was an incubator
kitchen, so we were able to split a lot of the overhead
costs with others.”
Becker named his pasta Della Terra, which translates
to “of the earth.” His pasta is made with with research
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- he only uses organic durum wheat semolina and water
with no preservatives or additives whatsoever. Becker
chose Extra Fancy Durum Wheat from North Dakota
Mills as well as as well as 100 percent Semolina Durum
Wheat for line of whole wheat pasta.
“My pasta is a broze extruded product, which means I
use bronze dies that create the pasta shapes,” Becker
said “The bronze makes the pasta rougher and more
artisinal. It grips the sauce for a more enhanced pasta
dish - it’s a very traditional method of creating pasta.”
Another reason for choosing the Durum wheat was its
strength. Other wheat creates a less hearty dough,
which causes it to whimper in the face of the rough
bronze dies.
“We chose organic because after a series of taste
tests, I just though the organic had a better taste and

Left, pasta rests next to the extrusion dies
that shape it.
Below, Chef Becker holds a package of
pasta at Urban Agrarian.

Della Terra Becker making pasta.

texture. It was just a better product,” he said. “I chose
the whole grain version from a distributor in Montana they grow the flour there and when you order it, they
grind it for you. The reason most whole wheat pasta
tastes like cardboard is because the flour had been
ground so long ago.Whole grain has a shorter shelf life.”
As the pasta tumbles out of the bronze dies, it almost
seems to wear a light white coat, but it’s the rough
texture that give it that look. It’s not a wimpy pasta, but
one full and heavy and flavorful. He offers fresh pasta,
found at Urban Agrarian and Whole Foods in Tulsa
and Oklahoma City, as well as other boutique stores
like Forward Foods. Restaurants like The Coach House
and Local in Norman cook dishes using Della Terra
Pasta. A dried pasta line is also available.
“A lot of my old contacts in New York are interested
in the pasta,” Becker said. “They want me to be further
along with it. There’s a lot of potential in Oklahoma,
but for a national or international market, I see a larger
potential with the dried pasta.”
For now, Becker’s role is to lovingly create a pasta
that’s full and rich. He also sees his role as one to help
shape the food culture of Oklahoma.
“I think a lot of the chef’s role is much less cooking
than shaping the food culture,” he said. “Food now is a
lot more farm-to-table, and people want to know where
their food comes from. People can see the difference in
hand-made pasta. There’s a lot of interest in it and
people are excited about it.”
For more information about Della Terra, visit
n
www.eatmywheat.com or www.urbanagrarian.com.
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ENTERTAINMENT

O

n April 23 to 28, the streets of
Oklahoma City will burst with color and
sound again as the Festival of the Arts
kicks off yet again.

Since 1967, The Festival of the Arts is Oklahoma City’s
community celebrations of arts, visual arts, performing arts
and culinary arts. The 2013 Festival of the Arts is held in
Downtown Oklahoma City at the Festival Plaza and the
Myriad Botanical Gardens and runs
11 a.m. to 9 p.m. Tuesday through Saturday and 11 a.m. to
6 p.m. Sunday.
This year, the Festival is co-chaired by Daniels Adams and
Linda Whittington. This spring, they presented this year’s
poster artwork, “Letting Go Together” by Kendra Baird, an
acrylic on wood. This year’s poster artist, Kendra Baird, is
from Charlotte, North Carolina.
Admission is free, but pets are not allowed.
Of the 500 artists that applied for and submitted work for
the Festival this year, 144 were chosen. Featuring some of
the nation’s ﬁnest artists, the artwork this year ranges from
oils, photography, clay, water, drawing, glass, ﬁber, jewelry,
sculpture, leather, wood and multi-dimensional work.
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The 2013 Festival of the Arts is three-fold:
The Visual Arts includes 144 Plaza Artists from across
the nation that exhibit on Hudson Avenue, a large-scale
Sculpture Park exhibit and a variety of specialty exhibits
throughout the grounds.
The Culinary Arts consists of the International Food
Row. Each food vendor is partnered with an area nonproﬁt organization.
The Performing Arts includes four stages of non-stop
performing arts and entertainment representing all
genres and world renowned street performers roaming
the grounds.
All artwork is original and is for sale. The Artist Market,
just south of Stage Center, sells for reproductions, posters
and note cards of original works by Festival artists.
Everything in the Artist Market is $100 or less.

vARIETY OF CHILDREN’S ACTIvITIES are featured in the
Youth Plaza and around Festival grounds. Arts for
children and families include hands-on activities in the
Children’s Art Field for $2. The Young-at-Art Mart is the
children-only shopping venue with all artwork priced for $5 or
less. Families can also visit Face Painting, Pottery Place and
Creation Station for more fun. For more information call (405)
270-4848.
In the culinary arts portion of the Festival, 31 vendors offer
a celebration of taste at International Food Row and
throughout the grounds. A local arts organization partners
with each food vendor, receiving support from food sold.
In addition to food and art, almost 300 entertainers will
perform on the four stages at the Festival. From school
groups to the Aalim Bellydancer to local bands, the
performers will entertain at The Cafe Stage (located on the
Festival Plaza), the Art Moves Stage (located in the Myriad
Gardens), the Water Stage (located in the Myriad Gardens)
and the Great Lawn Stage (north of the Crystal Bridge in the
Myriad Gardens). n

A
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FUN

OKLAHOMA CITY
RIVERSPORT ADVENTURES
unveil new experiences,
attractions for summer
by Heide Brandes

O

klahoma youth have no excuse to not take part
in wild and fun exploits this summer, thanks to
a variety of adventure activities at a new youth
pavilion at Oklahoma City’s Boathouse District.

From zip lining, adventure coursing, kayaking, indoor rock climbing
and more, both kids and adults will have access to new attractions
along the Oklahoma River. Adults can test their nerve on an 80-foot
high skills course while youth can explore the new Blue Cross Blue
Adventure Zone Playground.
All the experiences are designed to get youth and adults outdoors and
having fun, said Sherry Andrusiak, director of Public Relations at OKC
Boathouse Foundation.
“This is about continuing our mission to get people active and
outdoors,” Andrusiak said. “We still want people to enjoy the activities
on the water like kayaking and rowing, but now we have a lot of new
stuff that gets people excited. As an organization, we believe in being
an activity center that’s part of the outdoors.”

AWESOME ADVENTURE
The Riversport Adventures offer experiences that have visitors ﬂying
off platforms, freefalling from 80 feet and bouncing 20 feet in the air.
On March 8, the Riversport Adventures and OKC Boathouse Foundation
unveiled its new Sky Trail, Blue Cross Blue Shield Youth Zone and
Riversport Experiences.
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Various passes
are available
for both adults
and youth.

“The Sandridge Sky Trail is an 80-foot, six-level adventure
course with different levels of challenges,” said Andrusiak. “It
has everything from walking a beam to walking a rope ladder
and more. Every level has a different challenge, and like a lot
of what we offer, it’s designed to get people to learn about
themselves and see what they are capable of.”
The SandRidge Sky Trail opened in March 2013. The six
levels of challenges include a double vertical rope ladder,
triple dip handling, zig zag beam and more. visitors with a
fear of heights can take comfort in the safety features
that include a full body harness that connects to an overhead
track. From start to ﬁnish, all participants are hooked in for
safety.
“The ﬁrst time you go on it, it’s a little intimidating,”
Andrusiak admitted. “You’re not sure how to traverse the
course, but as you get moving, you become more conﬁdent.
The higher you go, you reach a comfort zone knowing that you
are secure in your harness.”
In May, the Sky Trail will unveil the tallest stainless steel
slide in the country. As one of the three ways to get down from
the top of the adventure course, the slide is 72 feet of a swirly
trip with speeds reaching 17 to 21 miles per hour. Participants

The 44-foot bouncing pillow is for kids less than 48 inches tall.

are still strapped into their harness.
“The second way, which will also begin in May, is the Power
Fan drop,” Andrusiak said.
The Power Fan is a machine that provides a freefall
adventure. Technically it is a device that safely and controls a
person’s descent by means of a fan.
“It’s 10 feet of free fall, and then the fan slows you down. It
takes three seconds to get to the ground,” said Andrusiak.
“Taking that ﬁrst step off the platform is the hardest.”
The third way to leave the Sky Trail is by means of a 700 foot
zip line over the Oklahoma River. A second zip line returns
adventures to the ﬁfth level of the course.

Blue Cross Blue Shield Youth Zone
Younger adventurers can experience a youth zip line, cloud
bounce, a miniature adventure course and an extreme air
jumper at the new Blue Cross Blue Shield Youth Zone. A free
playground called KaBoom is also offered in the area, and
even adults can have fun in the playground.
The 44-foot bouncing pillow and a “Sky Tykes” ropes course
are the centerpieces of the new playground.
“It’s the ultimate playground,” said Andrusiak. “It’s for kids

Kids explore the Sky Trail in their safety-harnesses.

Kids get a challenge on the Riversport playground.

less than 48 inches tall, but adults can do the cloud bounce
and the Extreme Air Jumper. You can jump up to 20 feet high.
We’ll also have the Neos 360 ﬁtness experience and we’re
enhancing the features of the existing KaBoom playground.”

RIVERSPORT ADVENTURES
The Oklahoma City Boathouse District is home to OKC
Riversport, which offers exciting sports on the Oklahoma River
and Lake Overholser. Riversport helps visitors get on the water
through kayaking, canoeing or dragon boating. It also offers
rowing and kayaking lessons for all ages, plus kayak and
paddleboat rentals daily.
Many of the new attractions are geared toward youth, but
the whole family can get involved. A 16,000 square foot
pavilion will include rowing and paddling, classroom and
event space and a place for RIvERSPORT youth teams,
adventure camps and community events. In addition, the
Boathouse District added a 200-foot portable zip line to its
adventure experiences.
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“The whole goal is to create an experience where families do
the adventures together, helping the next generation to realize
that being outdoors is fun and a way to spend time with
friends and family,” said Andrusiak.
“The youth who have gone out on the Sky Trail and cloud
bounce are thrilled. They brag to their parents about it, and
the parents tell us their kids are so excited.”
various pricing passes are available. An Adventure Pass to
all attractions is $35 for adults and $20 for youth. A threemonth season pass is $75 for adults and $45 for youth. A
pass to the Sky Trail only is $15 for adults and $10 for youth.
Cost for the Blue Cross Blue Shield Youth Zone is $10 for
children ages 4 and older, but free for supervising adults.
An Extreme Pass for all access and includes the Base Jump
and Sky Trail Zip Line is available for $60 for adults and $40
for kids.
For more information about any of the adventures or passes,
call 405-522-4040 or visit www.riversportokc.org. n
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he 37th Annual Paseo Arts Festival
will take place once again this
Memorial Day weekend, May 25 to
27, 2013.

More than 80 visual artists from across the nation—
including many from Oklahoma—will ﬁll the streets of the
Historic Paseo Arts District with original artwork in a wide
variety of media, from oil painting, watercolors and
photography to ﬁber, wood and glass.
Each year, this event draws more than 60,000 people, who
come to enjoy the sights, sounds, and tastes of this event.
For music lovers, the Festival also hosts dozens of
musicians and other live performers on two stages. The North
Stage features acoustic acts and singer-songwriters, from
folk and country to bluegrass and much more, with a
schedule organized by Acoustic Oklahoma’s Casey Friedman.
The South Stage spotlights acts that get a little louder,
including dance groups, bands, and some of the Festival’s
most popular musicians.
The food court at Paseo Drive and 29th will feature more
than a dozen different food vendors, bringing traditional and
not-so-traditional festival treats, both savory and sweet. New
food vendors for this year include Moto Chef, a food truck
headed by chef Guy Romo, who specializes in unique dishes
using seasonal local ingredients from Urban Agrarian
market.
The Paseo Arts Festival has plenty for Oklahoma City’s
youngest artists, as well. A children’s area, offered at no cost,

Musical groups are a popular venue at the festival each year.

features spin art, masks, and clay projects that allow young
participants to explore their creativity and leave the festival
with their own masterpieces.
Also for youth, Paper Play Theatre is a hands-on multi arts
experience for children of all ages, involving puppetry,
storytelling, costumes and dance inside Theatre Upon a
StarDanceSwan at 3022 Paseo. The studio opens from noon
to 6 p.m. each day of the festival.
While you’re here, pick up this year’s Festival
Commemorative T-shirt, featuring artwork by Paseo artist
Gayle L. Curry from In Your Eye Studio and Gallery. Her ﬁne art
was commissioned in 2011 for display at Samis Education
Center in the OU Complex and has been shown at the State
Capitol and other galleries throughout the United States.
In addition to the visiting food vendors and artists, the

district’s three restaurants and seventeen working galleries
will also be open during festival hours. Many galleries will
host special exhibits and new artists during the Festival.
As the Paseo Arts Association’s largest annual fundraiser,
the Festival helps to support arts events in the Paseo yearround, including artist opportunities, arts education projects,
and community events. We hope that you will join us!
Not sure where to park? The Paseo Arts Festival has a
shuttle service! Parking will be available to festival visitors at
First Christian Church at 36th and Walker. The shuttle will run
every 15 minutes on Saturday and Sunday from 10 a.m. to 9
p.m. and Monday from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
The Paseo Arts District is located between NW 30th and
Dewey and N.W. 28th and Walker in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.n

Vendors display a wide array of available artwork including pottery and paintings
to enthusiastic shoppers.
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Wes Studi
Proud Of His Native Roots
by M. J. Van Deventer

G

rowing up in Nofire Hollow in
northeastern Oklahoma, Wes
Studi had no dreams of becoming
an award-winning actor. He
spoke his family’s native Cherokee until he
was 6 years old. Dreams and visions were
the stuff of Cherokee legends.
By the time Studi was attending high school at the
Chilocco Indian School in northwest Oklahoma, his
expectations for his future were grounded in reality.
After all, his vocational teacher had told Wes, and the
rest of his class, “When you leave this school, you’ll go
out into the world, and you might as well settle with the
idea that you’re going to be some kind of worker, and a
low-paid one at that. This is about all you can expect
out there in life, so get good at this.”
Studi’s father, a Chilocco graduate, had accepted that
stifling philosophy. The best job he could ever find was
as a ranch hand, not even a foreman’s assistant. So the
Studie (original spelling) family moved around a lot
when Wes was growing up.
The Chilocco Indian School, like so many Native
American boarding schools across the country, is now
closed. Studi described his experiences there as “good
and bad.”
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“I lived in the shadow of that teacher’s statement for
years,” he said. “I was in my late 30s or thereabouts
before I even attempted anything that was something I
was capable of.”
Studi is now well known for his authentic portrayals
of Native Americans in several movies. He will be
inducted April 20 into the National Cowboy & Western
Heritage Museum’s Hall of Great Western Performers.
He will be in good company. Robert Mitchum and
Duncan Rinaldo are also being inducted into the
Performers Hall of Fame. Among previous inductees
are John Wayne, Richard Farnsworth, Ernest Borgnine,
Maureen O’Hara, Sam Elliott and Tom Selleck.
“The news of being inducted into the Hall of Fame
was such a total and wonderful surprise, and so
unexpected,” Studi said. “I look forward to the
ceremonies, and feel very honored to be in the company
of such icons as Robert Mitchum and ‘The Cisco Kid,’
Duncan Rinaldo.”
Studi served in the Army during the Vietnam War and
memories of that experience still seem vivid - one in
particular. There were only two Native Americans in his
platoon, the 9th Division in the Delta area of South
Vietnam. One day, the two were told to take the day off
as his company was relocating an entire small village in
Vietnam.

Above, Wes Studi as Magua in Last of the Mohicans and as Geronimo
in Geronimo: An American Legend, right.

As Studi noted in an interview with the Mohican
Press, “They went in with very large helicopters, ‘jolly
green giants,’ with this huge net, spread it and told the
entire village to put all their belongings in there. So
they loaded up and moved them all to a different area
and told them this was their home now.”
Studi related that removal of human cargo to the
same experience his forefathers suffered in the
removal of the Cherokees and other tribes to new
homes on land that was foreign to them. The Trail of
Tears is a saga of Indian history very familiar to Studi,
an actor with a passion for history.
Studi drifted for a while after Vietnam. He describes
that time as a “difficult re-entry.” He didn’t really
want to do anything, certainly not a sedentary job, so
he visited old Vietnam friends and hitchhiked around.
When he discovered the merits of the GI Bill, he
attended Tulsa Junior College, then Northeastern State
University in Tahlequah for a time. He became
involved in the American Indian Movement as an
activist and later began working for the Cherokee
Nation in Tahlequah with the hope he could make a
difference in people’s lives.
A community theatre called The American Indian
Theatre Company in Tulsa pulled Studi out of his
doldrums. He attended acting workshops, participated
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in several projects and finally admitted to himself he
wanted to be an actor.
HE MOVED TO LOS ANGELES, struggled like most
beginning actors, and was cast in Pow Wow Highway,
his first feature film release. Soon after, he auditioned
for the role of “Wind in His Hair,” but was offered and
took the part of “Toughest Pawnee” in Dances with
Wolves, starring Kevin Costner.
Studi auditioned twice. Being fluent in Cherokee
helped him adapt to the Pawnee language.
“They offered me the part and asked if I would
shave my head,” Studi said. “Yes …in a New York
minute.”

That epic movie with beautiful scenery and a
soundtrack jump-started Studi’s career. It also helped
generate a great interest in Native American stories and
created an economy for Native American actors. Studi’s
riveting role in Dances with Wolves also helped him
snare the role of Magua in Last of the Mohicans.

role in Geronimo.
Other movies reveal Studi’s versatility as an actor. In
Heat, he plays Al Pacino’s partner. In another film,
Being Flynn, also starring Robert de Niro, Studi plays
the “Captain” of a homeless shelter in New York City.
In Mystery Men, he played a superhero.
His last major film was Avatar, which he filmed
almost simultaneously with the Indy film, The Only
Good Indian. Studi loves to do historical pieces as well
as contemporary works. He is seldom typecast, he says,
because he is a “versatile” actor.
ONCE ASKED IF HE WOULD like to play a nonIndian historical person, he mentioned Andrew
Jackson, calling him “the devil.” Studi would portray
him as the most hateful person in the world and would
certainly bring that racial tension seen in Last of the
Mohicans to a role as the seventh President of the
United States.

Above, Wes Studi rides with Steve Reevis in Geronimo.
Right, Studi as Eytuken in Avatar.

What Studi was able to contribute to that
role was the kind of inner rage or racial
tension many Native Americans still feel
when they review the history of the United
States and Indian relations. Studi calls that
period in history a time when Natives “were
not able to develop as a people – it’s like
arrested development of the tribes.” In
many ways, it parallels the dire prediction
of his vocational teacher, a forecast Studi
spent years trying to overcome.
His Native language also was an asset in
the Mohicans film, which required his
character to speak Huron, Mohawk, French and
English. He spoke some of the Huron in Cherokee, for
lack of a Huron-speaking actor.
Studi starred in Geronimo, and called the controversial
Native chief an “icon.” Playing that role was like
walking a tightrope, he suggested, as some of
Geronimo’s relatives were present for the filming. The
historical aspect was that Geronimo committed
horrifying acts, but also accomplished things for his
people that were beneficial.
Playing such a role can be a burden, Studi suggested.
He received his first Wrangler Award in 1994 for his

What the Western Heritage audience will see when
Studi accepts his second Wrangler Award from the
National Cowboy Museum is a Hollywood personality
who remains a gracious, soft-spoken, polite person who
maintains a home in Santa Fe with his second wife and
one child, who is currently studying at the Academy of
Dramatic Arts in Los Angeles.
Studi’s publicity photo, showing his stern Native
American countenance and chiseled features belies a
character actor who leads a quiet home life, enjoys his
exciting film career and reveres his Native American
heritage. n
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ART

Oklahoma drinks up the popularity of wine and art parties
by Heide Brandes

P

erhaps it’s the wine, but Oklahoma City
artists are proving that with a little bit of
encouragement and a full glass of vino,
just about anyone can learn to paint.

At Wine and Palette in Oklahoma City, every chair is ﬁlled as
beginners and returning students alike prepare their paints,
prep their canvas and sip at their glasses. Nearly every class
sells out for Aaron and Marie Ensign, who own the painting
and wine party business, and their students have created
more than 800 paintings since the couple started hosting
parties nearly two years ago.
It’s a concept that’s catching on. Pair a good wine with a
good teacher, and suddenly people who’ve never even held a
paintbrush are creating masterpieces and having a good time
doing it.
In Oklahoma, the parties are popular. Besides Wine and
Palette, other businesses are mixing fun and art, like the Tipsy
Artist in Guthrie and Paint Your Art Out in Edmond.

HAPPY ACCIDENT
Because her husband worked as a claims adjuster, Marie
Ensign traveled the nation and made her career in hospitality
and food service. She had an art history degree and a
marketing degree, but it wasn’t until she broke her leg into
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pieces that the other pieces of her life came together.
“I was in a cast for ﬁve months, so breaking my leg really
put me out of the hospitality business,” she said. “We had
seen these types of boutique art events, and we decided to do
the arts thing. My husband is from Oklahoma, so we moved
back here about three and half years ago.”
Marie knew what she wanted to do. She’d seen other paint
and art parties in other states, and she felt the concept would
work in Oklahoma City as well.
“We had our ﬁrst party on January 10, 2011, and 12 people
showed up. It was held at Abuelo’s in Bricktown, and it was
really actually an audition for our artists,” said Marie. “We
have 18 artists who teach the classes.”
Each of the Wine and Palette artists have different styles
and have created a piece that allows participants to express
themselves. During each event, everyone has a single starting
point, and all will be provided with the instruction and proper
steps to create a work of art that becomes a unique
expression of each person’s personal talent.
Most of the classes ﬁll up quickly these days. With nearly a
100 events a month, Wine and Palette opened their studio at
201 NW 10th St. and is already looking for a second location
for classes. The studio is equipped with a full bar, she said,
hand-created by her husband Aaron, who also handles the

Marie Ensign started hosting painting and wine parties nearly two years ago.

ﬁnancial side of the business.
“It’s therapy for people,” Marie said. “The wine takes the
edge off and allows people to relax and enjoy themselves. They
come here to create something they can take home, but also
to drink and socialize. We also started children’s classes and
an open studio time twice a month.”
Since opening, Wine and Palette has inspired similar
businesses to open, sometimes by the artists that taught at
the original wine and art business.
“My favorite wine is a red wine,” said Michelle. “We have
36 different wines available, and we change it out like we do
the art.”
With more than 800 paintings taught, the most popular
remains “Starry Night.”
“People love that painting, and it’s our most requested
class,” said Marie. “How can you beat mixing art and wine?”

GOOD MUSIC, GOOD ART, GOOD WINE
For Tipsy Artist Tiffany Michelle Bora, the key elements to
having a fun party atmosphere are good music and even
better wine.
At her Tipsy Artist wine and painting parties, she has both,
plus a good dose of fun. Fun, especially, is key to learning how
to paint, and Tiffany said many of the art classes she took
lacked all three elements.
“I was a ﬁne arts major at Texas Tech, and some of the
classes were pretty boring,” she said. “Of course, it’s a college
campus, so you couldn’t drink wine, but there was no music
and fun. There was a lot of pressure to perform and draw
quickly. It was sad to me. Art is supposed to be relaxing and
therapeutic - a place to create your own world.”
So Tiffany decided to make art fun. As host of Tipsy Artist,
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Wine and Palette Marie Ensign

she leads beginning painters through the steps of creating a
masterpiece through instruction, music and, of course, wine.
With each class lasting approximately three hours, even nonartists can create a masterpiece to hang on their walls while
having a sip of fun doing it.
“I start each class with two sayings; ‘Every painting is
divine with a little wine,’ and ‘There are no mistakes, only
possibilities,’” she said. “Most of the students don’t paint.
Typically, they’ve never been to an art class since school... or
ever. But, I break it down from how to hold the brushes and
mix paint to using basic concepts the mind can easily connect
with.”
The idea for the wine and painting parties stemmed from
when Tiffany lived in Frisco, Texas. There, she held craft and
cocktail parties, focusing on crafts like scrapbooking. A
cousin who owned a vineyard in California started painting
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with wine, and when Tiffany moved to Oklahoma in 2007, her
ﬁrst major project was a community wine canvas at the
Oklahoma Creativity Forum in 2008.
“We literally painted with wine. Looking back, it was too
literal. You were limited on colors - burgundy and burgundy,”
Tiffany said. “I needed to expand on the craft and cocktail
idea, so we started the wine and paint parties.”
Tiffany moved to Guthrie roughly three years ago to open her
gallery, Tiffany Michelle Design, and she came up with the
name Tipsy Artist for the parties. On Mother’s Day in May of
last year, she hosted her ﬁrst Tipsy Artist party.
“It was packed! We had about 30 people there,” she said.
“We drew a family tree in the shape of a heart, and it turned
out really nicely. When I shifted my focus full time to Tipsy
Artist, I was doing about seven classes a month. Now,
between private parties and shows, I’m doing 25 a month.”

bove: Students at Wine and Palette.
Right: a Wine and Palette painting.
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The popularity of the Tipsy Artist classes
may be tied into the do-it-yourself
phenomenon, she said. People want to
experience art, not just buy it.
“It creates a great feeling of
accomplishment,” Tiffany said. “What’s so
fabulous about it is that you can showcase
what you created and hang it on your wall.
It’s a visual reminder of what you
accomplished.”
Because of Oklahoma laws, students
bring their own wine or purchase wine if
the event is being held in a restaurant.
But mixing wine with art is not a new
concept.
“Artists have done this for years.
They’ve always drank wine and painted,”
Tiffany said. “My idea is turning a class
into a party. It’s more about having fun
and learning to paint than about being
perfect.”
The Tipsy Artist also hosts events at
places like Othello’s in Norman and
Bellini’s in Oklahoma City, but most
classes are held at galleries in Norman.
For more information, or to book a party,
visit www.tipsyartist.com. n

Wine and Palette’s Peyton Keith.
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DINING

Gaberino’s
Homestyle
Italian

DINING
Gaberino’s Homestyle
Italian provides family
touch, taste
Appealing setting suits the appealing staff and menu
by Heidi Clark

T

he red and white-checkered table cloths,
Mason jar lighting ornaments and
soothing sound of Norah Jones playing
overhead do not do Gaberino’s
Homestyle Italian restaurant justice.
The peaceful tranquility and cozy atmosphere of this
hidden gem in Norman are only added bonuses to its to-diefor menu. The owners-operators, Laura and Mitch Duprez,
excel in providing a home away from home eatery.
The inviting feel that Gaberino’s has exempliﬁed since
opening in 2010 is not a new concept to owner Laura Duprez.
“Entertaining was always a big thing with my mother, and
I would always help her throw parties at our home and help
her cook. That was a big influence,” said Duprez of her
Italian roots and origins of her enthusiasm for the
restaurant business.
Duprez prides Gaberino’s on its down-to-earth
environment and unpretentious ambiance. The personal
touch and influence of home is not easily missed in
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Gabarino’s kitchen is a busy place.

Gaberino’s. With the intimate setting of 20-or-so tables in a
subtly quaint dining area, the authenticity of the food fits
right in.
With the menu having clear family and personal
influences, it is not surprising that nearly every item is
homemade in-house.
“That’s how I was raised. That’s the food that I know, and
that’s how I learned to cook, making everything from
scratch,” Duprez said. “So that’s what we do because that’s
what we know, and it’s what we believe in.”
The deep-rooted family recipe of the meatballs and the
Chicken Parmesan, a classic dinner in the Duprez
household, are customer favorites and have many coming
back for more. Duprez takes personal pride in the Chicken
Lasagna Florentine and its individual home-cooked recipe,

containing a combination of alfredo sauce, four different
cheeses, spinach and lemon pepper, that adds to the
uniqueness of Gaberino’s menu.
If you haven’t gone into a glorious food coma by the end of
the entrée, the homemade Italian cream cake with pecans,
coconut and cream cheese icing, will do the trick.
Located adjacently to a row of chain restaurants such as
Olive Garden and BJ’s Brewhouse, Gaberino’s is tuckered
away in Red Bud Plaza by the former Borders bookstore in
Norman, where it embraces its small business values.
“It has its disadvantages being hidden, but I think it plays
up our style and theme,” Duprez said. “We really put love
and care into what we do. I wouldn’t want to do anything
else. We have 20 employees, and I feel like they are part of
our family.”

Right, Laura takes care of salad prep in the kitchen.
Below, Gabarino’s owners, Mitch and Laura Duprez.
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Toby Keith, Barry Switzer and the Castiglione family are a
few that have regularly sought out Gaberino’s home-style
cooking. Bob and Carol Stoops have also taken advantage of
the catering that Gaberino’s offers for nearly any occasion.
Not only does Gaberino’s give their customers a satisfied
smile on their face, but they also enjoy giving back to the
community. They are involved in Dimes for Diabetes events
and donate a portion of their sales to the Juvenile Diabetes
Research Foundation, as the son of the Duprez family’s
caregiver was diagnosed with Type 1 diabetes.

The made-from-scratch menu, snug environment and
genuine courtesy and attentiveness of the family-like staff,
make Gaberino’s Homestyle Italian restaurant a visit worth
making.
“I love interacting with the customers and making them
happy. I really love the service aspect of this business and
taking care of people in a dining room. We hope to be here
for a long time. We really enjoy being a part of the
community,” said Duprez. n
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Mint Condition
It’s the season’s cool hue
By Linda Miller

S

ome colors are just so
tempting, it’s almost
impossible not to indulge.

Mint is one of those colors.
And it looks good on most women. How often does
that happen?
“No matter what skin tone or hair color, mint
ﬂatters all,” said Alex Bratton, buyer for On a Whim
stores in Oklahoma City and Tulsa.
Think of mint as this season’s new neutral.
“Mint is one of my go-to shades because it plays
so well with all the other colors,” said Rachel
Shingleton, creative director of Oklahoma Citybased Pencil Shavings Studio and designer of
paper goods, tech accessories and home décor
items.
“There’s not a single color it doesn’t work with.
Beyond that, it’s a happy color with glamorous
connotations (think that lovely blue Tiffany’s box
that we’re all dreaming about). I probably sell
more mint than any other color I offer in my line.”
Paired with navy, it can take on a nautical feel.
Wear it with white for a fresh and clean look. Team

Vince Camuto navy medallion print top with mint stripes,
available at Dillard's, Penn Square Mall.
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with other pieces in turquoise, pink or yellow for a color-block effect.
Mint fashion choices are plentiful this season, from cropped skinny jeans
and handbags to sandals and bracelets. You can choose from sleeveless
dresses, T-shirts, ﬂirty tops and skinny belts.
Pledge your love for the color with a dress or jacket or make a statement with
the little things such as a chunky necklace, platform pumps or a handbag.
Still not sure you want to commit to the color? Opt for mint nail polish. If you
don’t like it, you’re only out a few dollars.
Mint is also showing up in home décor including pillows, vases, furniture,
dinnerware, linens and home ofﬁce and desk accessories.
So indulge in icy mint tones this season. They’re not only pretty, they’re
pretty tempting. n
Below, Vince Camuto one-button
jacket with cuffed cropped pants,
available at Dillard’s,
Penn Square Mall.

Right, Joie mint
sleeveless top, available
at Cayman's in Norman.
Below, Mint and white
striped clipboard,
available at Pencil
Shavings Studio.
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FASHION

with Cindi Shelby
Boutique owner still loves fashion and helping women
by Linda Miller

N

ot that she tries, but Cindi Shelby can’t hide her enthusiasm for
fashion. There’s a lift in her voice when she talks about a new
clothing line. She gets excited when boxes arrive, each filled with
garments and accessories that she knows will excite customers.

Shelby is living her dream. She bought Ruth Meyers, an upscale women’s boutique in Nichols
Hills in late 2009, and she knew exactly what was in store. She worked with Meyers, her mentor
and friend, for 21 years before taking a 10-year hiatus.
Now she’s back home, putting her stamp on the store and creating a place where customers can
interact, learn and leave feeling good about how they look.
First, tell us about your early interest in fashion and retail.
As long as I can remember, I’ve loved clothes. As a child, I cut out pictures of dresses, and even
what Betty and veronica wore in comic books, and kept them in scrapbooks. It was all about
clothes. That interest continued to college. I went to OU football games and took my vogue
magazines with me. During college I worked in a small clothing store and after graduating went to
work at Ruth Meyers.
You practically grew up in the store. How does it feel every morning when you walk in?
It feels natural. It feels like this is where I'm supposed to be, like this is the plan. I always have
a huge to-do list so I’m really excited. Most days, I’m full of anticipation about what’s to come. One
thing I love about fashion is how it changes, like the seasons. I like the change and rhythm.
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If someone hasn’t been in the store in a few years,
what differences will they see?
I hope some things are the same: a sincere attitude
and desire to offer great service. Not just lip service, but
genuine, real service. And I always want there to be a
feeling that we’re not just selling clothes, we’re helping
women select what looks best on them. It’s about
listening to women and meeting their needs. And I think
the history of Ruth Meyers since 1975 is present.
What’s different is the amount of merchandise on the
ﬂoor, varied prices, a more casual and younger vibe and
an emphasis on contemporary clothing. As much as we
love our special events and occasions, and we have that
clothing, too, there’s a sense of revolution and realization
that women’s needs have changed. We dress more
casually. I recognize that and you see it in the
merchandise mix.

It’s often said that fashion is fickle and so are
female shoppers. How do you meet that challenge?
Fashion is about change, and that means keeping up
with trends and often new ways of thinking about clothes.
I think that’s one thing we do very well. I want to know
everything there is to know about seasonal trends, and
then I process it and help make it work for real women. To
me, strong relationships build loyal customers. That and
world-class service.
That’s my goal always. We always go the extra mile.
What do you want shoppers in Oklahoma City and
Oklahoma to know about you and the store?
That I’m trying to dress women of all shapes and sizes.
That I think women of all sizes should be able to ﬁnd
beautiful clothes here. And also that I love surprising
women with all price points in every category from low
end to high so they can mix up pieces to make an outﬁt
their own.

n
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REVIEWS

Book Buzz
with Malena Lott

A Secret Club, A Suicide and a Mother’s Search for the Truth
Reconstructing Amelia by Kimberly McCreight is a
timely novel about teen friendships, betrayal and a
mother’s investigation into what really happened to her
“good girl,” Amelia, a 15-year-old student at a prep
school. Mother Kate was called to the school after her
daughter was charged with cheating on a paper, but by
the time she arrives, her daughter is dead, presumably
from jumping off the roof in a suicide. Yet an ominous
text a week later says, “Amelia didn’t jump,” which
sends her attorney-mom on the hunt for what really
happened, slowly revealing the layers of her daughter’s
last months at the prep school.
The story is told cleverly in the point of view of Kate in
the present, her daughter Amelia in the recent past,
and intermittent chapters of texts between Amelia and
Blocked Numbers, a gay friend Ben who doesn’t go to
the school, and the secret society members that have
tapped Amelia to join their exclusive club.
These devices work to make us feel as though we are
encroaching on a friend’s daughter’s life – it feels
personal and we feel sick reading about it and yet
we can’t stop. I say that as someone just older than
the mom in the book with teens of my own. Another interesting layer in
the book is the mystery about Amelia’s father, and more ominous
Blocked Number texts alluding that her mother has been lying about
the short story she’s told her daughter about her father.
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In this case, it’s those layers that make the book much
more than a “ripped from the headlines” tale. We want
to find out what really happened to Amelia as much as
her mother does and that makes it a page-turner worthy
of a recommendation for all ages 13+. Congrats to
McCreight on a stellar debut.
Available in hardback on April 2, 2013.

Buzz Round Up:
A funny mom from Bartlesville, OK is oversharing to our
benefit in the first of her TMI Mom series, to be published
April Fool’s Day. TMI Mom: Oversharing My Life gives us
hilarious essays on family life from the minivan to the
bedroom to the soccer field and more. Two dance moms
take on the crazy world of competitive dance in Dance
Mom Survival Guide written by Malena Lott and Jill
Martin. From budgeting to costumes to classes and
competitions, the pair inform dance moms on the ins and
outs of life behind the stage. Both books are available in
trade paperback and ebook.
Malena Lott is an author and the executive editor at
Buzz Books USA. Her latest novel, Something New, was
published in November. Her short story and essay
collection on grief, Hope Floats is available as an
ebook exclusive. Connect with her at malenalott.com
and buzzbooksusa.com and on Facebook at
n
facebook.com/malenalottbooks.
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TECHNOLOGY
HTC Windows Phone 8x Review:
A Fresh Approach to the Smartphone
by Lance Maxwell
@lmaxwell11

B

ack in October, Microsoft set out to
separate itself from Android and iOS
with its release of Windows Phone 8.
Shortly thereafter, HTC released its
first device with this new software that
departed from HTC’s norm.
With this new mobile operating system, HTC brought a phone
to market hoping to ﬁnd a new niche. Microsoft has made
quite the push to get Windows 8 into more users’ hands and
has integrated many of the same features found in its new
PC version into this mobile platform. After diving into the 8x
with no preconceptions the phone left quite the
impression.
One of the best features of the HTC 8x is its design. The
unibody polycarbonate frame makes it easily one of the
most comfortable devices to hold on the market. Rarely
was there ever a worry of dropping the phone thanks to
what can best be described as a “rubbery” texture on
the back of the phone.
The addition of an iconic blue color onto a seamless
frame also makes this phone stand out from its
competitors. Audiophiles who frequently use their
phones to stream audio from popular apps like Spotify
will appreciate high quality sound via the headphone
jack thanks to the built-in Beats Audio amp. Of
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course this would not be considered a high-end smartphone
without the inclusion of 4G LTE, and this demo unit came
connected to verizon’s speedy network.
However, the real star of the show here is Windows Phone 8.
It’s an operating system designed to give the user easy and
instant access to exactly whatever it is they want. Center to
this are Microsoft’s proprietary “live tiles” – similar to
Android widgets – that continually update on your home
screen and can be arranged in any size and order by the
user to ﬁt their personality or needs. These tiles certainly
make for a different experience and proved to be very
useful when trying to switch from app to app.
But what about apps? When compared to iOS and
Android, Windows Phone 8 is miles behind in terms of
app development, as many popular apps such as
Pandora, Google Chrome, and Dropbox are nowhere to
be found in the Windows Phone 8 “Store.”
Now with that being said, Microsoft is making a
huge push to get developers involved in making
these top apps available, but only time will tell.
While the success of Windows Phone 8 operating
will ultimately come down to the availability of
popular apps and overall acceptance of its unique
platform, HTC’s Windows Phone 8x can today
provide a nice change-up from the everyday Android
and iOS devices. n
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DESIGN

DESIGN
Mesta Goes Modern
Urban Kitchens work to keep character in historic homes
by Jo Meacham

R

etaining the character of a historic
home while renovating to
accommodate the lifestyle of young
families is a challenge,” says Jo
Meacham the owner and senior designer at
Urban Kitchens. “My love and respect for
homes in Oklahoma City’s historic districts is
enormous, but in order to reuse the housing,
we have to create interior spaces that our
clients can live in and enjoy.”

Floyd and Corrine Simon, along with their daughter,
are typical of many of the younger families that are
attracted to Oklahoma City’s historic
neighborhoods.

Close to downtown, between Devon Energy and
Chesapeake, near Midtown, Paseo and the newly
developing Plaza - the homes in these areas are in the
perfect location. Heritage Hills, Mesta Park and other
neighborhoods were designated “historic” beginning
in 1976.

Early inner city “pioneers” purchased
many of these large homes for small
prices, but have spent big bucks over
the years to renovate them to their
original glory.
The Simon’s home was near original
condition with the exception of an
unattractive 1975 kitchen remodel. The
great location in Mesta Park, the large
rooms and the possibilities attracted
Floyd and Corrine to this Prairie Style
home.
Once they toured the house, they
began discussing the changes they
could make that would turn this historic
charmer into their family home. The
cosmetic changes were easy to see but
questions about the unseen issues,
such as electrical and plumbing, were
unknown. After carefully inspecting the
house, new wiring and plumbing would
have to be a part of the budget.
A new kitchen, a master bath, the
downstairs powder room and the
upstairs hall bath were all to be
included in the project. The owners had
some experience with renovation and
decided to go forward with the project.
The renovation was a team
undertaking. Both Floyd and Corrine
agreed that while some changes would
be made, all of the renovation would
respect the original historic character of
the house but with a “modern” twist.
For the “twist,” Michale Stapleton, a
designer with credits that include The
Seiber and The Hill, worked with the
Simons to ﬁnd modern furniture and
ﬁxtures. Meacham from Urban Kitchens
assisted with the design and
installation of the kitchen and
bathrooms.
“I have designed and built many
kitchens in Mesta Park but this project
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was special,” says Meacham. “Most of the time we
are just working with the kitchen, but with the Simon
project the house was completely empty and they
were ready for modern ideas.”

The Simons had already decided they wanted
inset style cabinets with Shaker style doors.
Cararra marble countertops were also used with
green penny tile on the backsplash for that
“modern” touch. The most notable change was
the removal of the wall between the kitchen and
dining room. This completely changed livability of
the first floor.
After the wall was removed, the kitchen, dining
room and living room became one “living” space.
While the interiors of many historic homes are
painted dark or bold colors, the modern look at
the Simon’s was continued with white walls and
ceilings in almost every part of the house. The
new look created a background for the
contemporary furniture that was selected. n

BUSINESS

Coop Ale WOrks
Works
BREWS UP PASSION FOR CRAFT BEER
Oklahoma sees growth of craft breweries, thanks to local enthusiasts
by Heide Brandes

O

klahoma is known for its sprawling oil
fields, for red dirt and for Will
Rogers, but thanks to the
budding craft brewery industry,
the state is getting on the national map
for its home-grown beer as well.
From sharp and hoppy IPAs to dark and moody
stouts, the state is brewing up a selection of beers
that it can call its own. In Oklahoma City, COOP Ale
Works is among the favorites.
Founded in 2008 by beer enthusiasts JD
Merryweather, Daniel Mercer and Mark Seibold, COOP
Ale Works already has a rabid following in the state,
due in part to such selections as the popular F-5 IPA,
the DNR, a Belgian boasting of 10 percent ABv and the Native
Amber, a brew that blends hops and malt with carmel notes.
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“Our mission is to unify all beer
producers in the state, to
communicate among ourselves, to
promote independent breweries as a
whole in Oklahoma and to move
forward and advance our industry from
an economic standpoint.”
— JD Merriweather

JD Merryweather and Coop fan Fred Knight.

In January, the little brewery celebrated its fourth
anniversary in Oklahoma City with a fundraiser and party
beneﬁting the Oklahoma Humane Society. But, COOP’s story
begins with a love of craft beer and an unorthodox approach
to making quality craft brew a growing trend in the state.

BEER ME
“Upon discovering a vacancy of local offerings, we
decided to embrace Oklahoma City’s need for a top-shelf
craft brewery,” said Merryweather. “The response has been
overwhelming, and we look forward to growing with
Oklahoma City as it grows. People can expect full-ﬂavored
beer with no punches pulled.”
COOP’s founding partners traveled throughout the United
States and Europe visiting breweries to learn about the
brewing process, but also the commercial brewing business.
They tasted local beers and picked the brains of the nation’s
top brewers, consumers, entrepreneurs and more.
Taking that knowledge, the trio returned to Oklahoma City

Daniel Mercer, JD Merryweather.

with three years of research to create and grow COOP Ale
Works. COOP was capitalized on July 15th, 2008, and in less
than a year, COOP completed regulatory process, leased and
remodeled a warehouse, purchased and installed a
commercial brewery and created original recipes.
And Oklahoma loved it. Walk into most pubs in Oklahoma
City and Tulsa, and you’ll likely see the signature COOP anvil
on the draft beer selection.
“As a whole, the craft brew movement has taken off
nationwide,” said Merryweather.
Many restaurants carry COOP beers – known for their full
ﬂavors and high alcohol content – in either draft form or cans,
and package stores throughout Oklahoma are selling the city
beer on shelves.
“We saw a vacancy in the market when we started and there
weren’t a whole lot of competitors. Once we saw there was a
need for (local beer), we focused on creating a top shelf
product and built a following,” Merryweather said.
“With a limited budget, we focused on a more effective

grassroots to ingrain ourselves in the market. We used a viral
approach to getting the word out there. We had
overwhelmingly positive response.”
From 2009 to January 2010, COOP saw successful growth.
However, from 2010 to 2011, the brewery experienced more
than 100 percent growth in sales.”
Many customers are embracing Oklahoma beers due to state
pride as well. Having a hearty, tasty brew that was produced in
state puts Oklahoma on the map in the craft brew world.
“People are amazed by our growth,” said Merryweather. “It’s
been four years, and I think our success is because of the
consistent quality of product. We’ve not put out a bad product
or a bad batch yet. F-5 is by far the best seller.”
COOP beers are carried in hundreds of bars and restaurants
across the state, and currently the brewery offers Native
Amber and Horny Toad Cerveza in cans at package stores as
well as DNR and seasonal offerings in bottles.
But the beer is a’ﬂowing, and that means changes. Because
of the growth and high demand for the Oklahoma product,
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COOP is planning an expansion to increase brewing
capacity and to add more products to the shelves.
“There’s been a signiﬁcant request for F-5 and DNR in
cans, and doing that would broaden our shelf presence,”
Merryweather said. “We’re looking to expand our market
regionally too.”
COOP Ale Works, located at 1124 NW 51st Street in
Oklahoma City, also prides itself on its sustainability by
being 100 percent wind-powered, reducing cleaning
chemical loads, using ultra high-efﬁciency water tanks and
participating in a spent-grain reuse program. The brewery
is tight with its communities too; it often hosts events,
sponsors fundraisers and exposes the public to local
brew.The saga of the budding Fairport Brewing Company
all began as a home brewing operation in a “man
cave.”“This all started out as a hobby and it sort of grew
from there,” said co-founder Tim Garman.
He started making beer with buddy Tom Bullinger at
Garman’s rental home in 2010. After obtaining their federal
brewing license, they set up their brewery in a tiny back
bedroom.
It didn’t take long before they needed more elbow room and

space to store their barrels of brew. They then began looking
for a commercial location to not only make beer, but sell it.
They signed the lease to rent space at CanalWorks, off
Turk Hill Road, and began the lengthy process of getting
their liquor license.
After months of waiting, the brewery ofﬁcially opened for
business in October 2012. Bullinger left to pursue other
interests and Garman hired a small part-time staff to
handle operations.
He describes the 870 square-foot facility on the second
ﬂoor of a brick building as a step above a home brewery.
The walk-in cooler, for example, was made from scratch
with four makeshift walls and a rewired air conditioning unit.
COOP is leading the way to create an Oklahoma Craft
Brewers Guild with other state breweries like Choc,
Marshall Brewing, Anthem Brewing and more.
“Our mission is to unify all beer producers in the state, to
communicate among ourselves, to promote independent
breweries as a whole in Oklahoma and to move forward and
advance our industry from an economic standpoint,” said
Merryweather.
“We just keep growing.” n

SPORTS

BLOOD, SWEAT and TEARS
Gymnastics can be a challenge
to even most dedicated athlete
by Amber Jones

I’

ll never understand why, but when
people find out you’re in gymnastics,
their typical response is “Are you
going to the Olympics?”

That is such an awkward question! There are millions of
gymnasts in the United States and six girls go to the Olympics
every four years. It’s like asking someone if they’re
going to the World Series if they play
baseball.
I was a gymnast for eight years and
then a coach for a little over a year, so
I have ﬁrsthand knowledge of how
grueling gymnastics can
be. Don’t let the pretty
legs and hairdos fool
you, gymnastics is a hard,
hard sport. I gave my blood,
sweat and tears to the sport for a good
portion of my life.
Starting out, you train for an hour or so every
week, so it’s not a very big commitment. But as
you progress into the higher levels of competitive
gymnastics, you’re practicing three to four hours
a day, six days a week, 52 weeks a year. The
commitment required is much like having a job.
Spending that much time in the gym with your
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teammates and going to competitions together 10 weekends
or more a year can create friendships that end up lasting a
lifetime. Being on a team and supporting each
other can help you be a better friend. It’s also
the coaches’ job to help the gymnasts not only
with their skills, but to help them grow as a
person in their everyday lives.
I have a few friends that are juggling high school along
with their busy practice schedules. A lot of gymnasts that are
really serious about making it in the sport are homeschooled
or even go to school at their gym so gymnastics can be their
number one priority.
I myself was homeschooled from the time I started
gymnastics in second grade until I quit the sport my
sophomore year in high school. I had several injuries, and in
the end, I determined that for me, it wasn’t worth it.
This past weekend I attended the “Perfect Ten
Challenge,” which was held in conjunction with
the Bart and Nadia Health Festival at the Cox
Center to watch my former teammate Hannah
Hill, who is a level 10 gymnast. Hannah is in
her ﬁnal year of club gymnastics and is
hoping to get a college scholarship.
Some girls only have one dream in
gymnastics: make it to the Olympics. As I said,
this dream is difﬁcult to accomplish, so when the
Olympics comes around and these girls don’t make
the Olympic team, it can be absolutely devastating
Just like many other things in life, you need to have
goals in gymnastics. You also need back up plans. Even
if you don’t make it to the Olympics, there are college
scholarships, coaching and judging jobs, and some
gymnasts open their own gyms. n
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SPORTS
Friends of
Oklahoma City Tennis Program
encourages youth to swing
by: Don J. Brewington

A

s a tennis player for 60 years, I
had an opportunity to participate
last Sunday in a program to benefit
disadvantaged youth at Oklahoma
City Tennis Center.
The center’s mission is simple: to engage those who
may not have the opportunity to play tennis, increase
physical ﬁtness in kids while providing an opportunity
for lifetime of enjoyment and teaching values of
education, leadership and civic pride.
Citizens like Mike Hays, Sr., pastor of Britton Christian
Church, Rob Braver, Steve Porter and host of others
volunteer their time. If kids take to tennis through this
program, then help is made available to them.
The problem tennis has had in past is that it takes
money to play - racquets, strings, balls and travel. The
cost has limited the inclusion of disadvantaged youth
for decades, but this program has a chance to change
that perspective.
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The program aims to be a springboard for disadvantaged
youth by offering tennis scholarships to kids who have shown
leadership and commitment to the sport.
According to the Oklahoma City Tennis Program, three
things transform a child into a promising player: proper
fundamentals, repetition through practice and competition.
The young players who receive all three succeed, and although
tennis is not an easy game to learn, it provides a sport to last
an entire lifetime.
Golf and Tennis players have similar characteristics – both
are hard to play and its attraction seems to come from people
that have high levels of concentration. Most of kids I have
coached through the years that have will to succeed will also
transfer that will to succeed in classroom and other areas of
their life.
Getting inner city kids interested in tennis will help keep
them in school and expand their horizon by leaps and bounds,
I believe. Getting kids interested in tennis helps with
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behavioral problems by developing more social skills and
academic skill through learning tennis.
As a retired coach in ﬁve different high schools in Oklahoma
and Texas, I can conﬁrm that students that are participating
in tennis are better behaved and better students as a result of
participating in tennis.
Donation to Friends of Oklahoma City Tennis are being
accepted at tennis center to both improve facilities and
programs for disadvantaged youth now.
Friends of Oklahoma City Tennis
First Serve Campaign
3400 N. Portland
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73112
405-956-2739
okctenniscenter.net

n
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Demonstrates Italian Authenticity On, Off the Menu
Relocated from Krebs, the Gabriella’s is ‘Little Italy’ of Oklahoma
by Heidi Clark

B

rick-oven pizzas, Pasta Pomodoro,
Pistacchi Linguine… you name it,
Gabriella’s Italian Grill will have it on its
truly Italian menu; and if they don’t have
it, they’ll make it! Whether you are a spaghettiand-meatballs traditionalist or a connoisseur with a
harder-to-please palette, Gabriella’s, located at
1226 NE 63rd Street, offers fare for you.
With the crackling fireplace in the back room and separate
home-style dining rooms, this family-owned and operated eatery
provides a non-commercial, laid back atmosphere for those in
search of a relaxing glass of wine after work or dinner with
family and friends. The country-Italian ambience of Gabriella’s
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will captivate you from the moment you step foot in this
former speakeasy setting.
Chef Vicki rarely deviates from the recipes that have
been in her family for numerous generations. The most
popular dish, the lasagna, is made with sausage
prepared in-house and has many customers coming
back for more. Chef Vicki’s personal favorite is the Coal
Miner’s Pasta, which contains a medley of bacon, peas,
fresh vegetables and an egg that the patron gets the
pleasure of cracking over the top.
Gabriella’s Italian Grill not only encompasses Italian
authenticity in the menu but also in the close-knit
family values. Although the restaurant opens its doors

Monday through Saturday at 3 p.m., Chef Vicki along
with her two sons, daughter, grandson and nephew, can
be found inside beginning at 7 a.m. preparing the
authentic brick-oven from Italy, rolling meatballs,
cooking pasta and cutting vegetables. This daily routine
ensures the guaranteed freshness of each cuisine.
“Everything is made fresh every day. We’re not going to
make up a bunch of food and give it to you at the end of
the week. We just don’t do things that way. We start every
morning, and we do everything daily,” said Chef Vicki.
Not only will you want to indulge in the mouthwatering food, but Gabriella’s full-service bar, the
Drunken Scholar, also offers 30 handpicked craft beers

Left and below, Chef Vicki is able to work efficiently in the well organized kitchen.

Above, just inside the door customers can see a stock of meats and
cheeses popular in Italian cuisine.
Left, a view from one of the dining areas.

and an extensive wine list.
With dominant Italian roots, it is no surprise that Chef
Vicki and her family are originally from Krebs,
Oklahoma, the central hub for Italian lineage in the
state. After making a 17-year pit stop in South Padre
Island, Texas, Chef Vicki decided it was time to come
back to her home state closer to her family’s location and
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opened Gabriella’s in Oklahoma City in June 2012.
Whether you are looking for a new home creation or
for Grandma’s zeppole recipe from the Old Country,
Gabriella’s staff goes out of its way to personalize orders
and serve your needs.
Said Chef Vicki: “I love looking at the people’s faces
when they eat my food, you can always tell by the look
on their faces. I love cooking. It’s a passion; it’s not a
job, it’s a passion for me, it always has been. To me, the
most important thing is giving the public what they
want and making them happy.”
Reservations can be made at Gabriella’s Italian Grill
by calling (405) 478-4955 or visiting the website at
www.gabriellasokc.com. n

COMMUNITY
American Heart Association

F

orty-nine Sweethearts were presented
during the American Heart Association’s
32nd Oklahoma City Heart Ball,
“Wonders of the Heart,” on February
23rd at the National Cowboy and Western
Heritage Museum.

live and silent auction with valuable items donated by
generous supporters.
The eveent is one of the most highly-anticipated fundraisers
of the year for the American Heart Association.
The Sweetheart portraits are by W.L. Studios.

The Sweethearts are local high school students who
participate in education and volunteer programs for the
American Heart Association throughout the school year.
The evening of entertainment and dance also included a

Katherine Allen

Madeline Andrews

Brooke Bates
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Sweethearts
2013
American
Heart
Association
Molly Beffort

Kolby Berry

Carleigh Berryman

Bailey Blanton

Andrea IBrowning

Sarah Cameron

Caroline Carl

Carla Clark
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Sweethearts
2013
American
Heart
Association
Isabella Clifton

Kelly Cole

Alyssa Coury

Emma Duncan

Monica Elkins

Natalie Elliott

Elizabeth Freeman

Lauren Gawey
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Sweethearts
2013
American
Heart
Association
Mallory Grossman

Rachael Groves

Aislynn Hite

Riley Hughes

Rachel Jordan

Lauren Locke

Linley Malone

Christyn Mask
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Sweethearts
2013
American
Heart
Association
Baillie Miller

Carly Mirabile

Hannah Moore

Rachel Moore

Blair Morgan

Caroline Mueller

Alexandra Neff

Avery Niemann
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Sweethearts
2013
American
Heart
Association
Taylor Norman

Anne Plowman

Allison Portman

Hannah Reen

Anna Schuelein

Blaire Scott

Skylar Singer
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Sweethearts
2013
American
Heart
Association
Madison Skurkey

Claire Trauschke

Clara Walker

Kelsi Williams

MadisonWilson

Taylor Woods

Macee Wyatt
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PEOPLE

Charles Faudree —

“A Home Must Have A Soul”
by M. J. Van Deventer

T

hink of interior design and a name that
quickly comes to mind is Oklahoma’s
own, Charles Faudree. A native of
Muskogee, who has lived and worked
in Tulsa since 1978, the Faudree name has
become synonymous with Country French
interior decorating styles.
In his sixth book on the subject, Charles Faudree Home, the
venerable designer takes a look at what truly makes a house a
home. For starters, he tells readers, “The most important
ingredient of a home is it must have a soul.”
Charles began his career as an art teacher, so it seems only
natural he would share his decorating secrets in his typical
friendly – sometimes humorous – informed style. He provides
glimpses from several of his homes – Charles moves often –
as well as those of his numerous clients, from Tulsa,
Oklahoma City and beyond.
For this book, he also enlisted commentaries from some of
his clients, many of whom have sought his expertise for
several of their homes. In that respect, the book is a movable
feast of locales and decorating ideas.
Some of those clients - almost all members of Charles’ “fan
club” – include Francie Faudree, his sister.
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“I like to tell people I taught Charles everything he knows
about decorating. But in reality, my suggestions for designing
entry halls come with the advantage of years spent watching
Charles work his decorating magic,” she said.
Lisa Newsom, founder and editor of Veranda magazine,
shares her expertise on living rooms, based on the numerous
homes Veranda has featured showing living rooms Charles
has designed.
“Always inviting, these spaces are ﬁlled with great
antiques, beautiful fabrics and colors, comfortable sofas and
chairs that have tables within easy reach and personal
collections that are irresistible to the eye and soul of the
people who live there,” she said.
In that description, Newsom just gave away the main secret
to Charles’ immense talent for giving any home its soul –
antiques and collections with character, stunning colors,
exquisite fabrics and an overall feeling of enticing comfort.
David Easton is an East Coast designer who often applauds
Charles’ work.
“Charles always incorporates comfortable sofas and
furnishings and the odd pieces that make any room a delight,”
he said in his introduction to Libraries and Clubrooms. “Our
decorating philosophy is the same: approach any room with
the goal of making it the most attractive and comfortable, the

room you want to live in the most.”
Jimmy Steinmeyer, an artist who lived
in New York for 38 years, comments on
dining rooms. Steinmeyer and Charles
are long-time friends and Steinmeyer
recently moved to Tulsa.
“Charles is a serial mover and has
had a number of dining rooms in the
30-some years I’ve known him,” he
said. “As Charles is a great collector,
the focal point of his dining room may
be the blue and white export china he
collects, or a new chandelier he could
not live without. No matter how he
shufﬂes his collections, adds new chairs
or dresses an old favorite in a new
fabric, uses a round table or an oblong

“I am a big believer
a home should
reflect your whole
life. It will change
because your life is
changing.”
— Charles Faudree
one, the one constant is the inviting
space he creates for his friends.”
Frank and Gayle Eby know much about
the soul Charles has given three of their
residences – one in Tulsa, a retreat in

Jamaica and now, a home in Cashiers,
North Carolina, which offers fabulous
views of the Smoky Mountains, where
Charles also has a new country home.
“Charles’ thoughtful design has
given us the opportunity to really live in
our landscape,” Gayle said of the
porches designed by Charles. “One
porch has a roof and a large ﬁreplace
that offers warmth and some protection
from the uncertain mountain climate.
Charles furnished it beautifully with a
sofa, upholstered chairs, tables, lamps,
accessories and even portieres. It is a
marvelous room - indoors or out.”
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ollections have been a focal point in
all of Charles’ books and throughout
his life. His rule about collections is to
group them together for impact - great
decorating advice. In Home, Rusty
Grimes, a client and Faudree fan, notes
she started collecting when she was 5 in
the summer of 1931.
In 1966, she collected her ﬁrst piece
of Staffordshire, long a staple in
Charles’ collections. Rusty met Charles
that same summer.
“I taught him a few things about
collecting, and he taught me how to
display my collections so they are
wonderful to behold and add pleasure to

C
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my life every single day,” Rusty said.
Tips for decorating, mixing fabrics and
furniture styles and periods are evident
throughout the book. Some of the best
nuggets of gold are found in Charles’
comments on his philosophy for
decorating.
“I am a big believer a home should
have humor and not give you the feeling
of being wound up too tight. It should
reﬂect your whole life. It will change
because your life is changing,” Charles
said.
In this book, Charles acknowledges,
for the ﬁrst time in one of his books,
that there has been a shift in what

people want in a home today.
Transitional style with its pared-down
design is a response to people’s need for
security and a simpler lifestyle.
“I respond to the idea of paring down,
too,” Charles notes, “but I like my
simpler life to include my favorite
collections and a great mix of fabric and
furniture.”
Charles Faudree Home is available at
all major book stores or through his
publisher, Gibbs Smith at
www.gibbs-smith.com
n
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TRAVEL

Texas-sized food
and fun in Frisco
Big attractions draw plenty of visitors
By Linda Miller

FRISCO, Texas – Apologies to Big D, but
another Texas city is gaining favor with
Oklahomans who like to venture south of the
Red River for a little fun and entertainment.
Located about 25 miles north of downtown Dallas, the
once sleepy little town of Frisco has grown into a sports
hub, shopping Mecca, arts, history and entertainment
center, and culinary delight. That’s reason enough for
visitors to stay and play on the edge.
Twenty years ago, Frisco was little more than a stop
sign on the way to somewhere else. But city leaders had
vision and long-term goals, and that wide spot in the
road became one of the nation’s fastest-growing cities
from 2000 to 2009.
What ignited such growth? A mall. When Stonebriar
Center opened in 2000, Frisco’s population was 33,000.
It’s now more than 130,000.
This is a city that spews energy and excitement. About
one-third of the population is 18 years of age and
younger. It’s a family oriented city with plenty of things
to see and do for residents as well as visitors looking for
a close getaway.
“Maternal Caress,” one of the sculptures in the Texas Sculpture
Garden at Hall Office Park in Frisco, Texas.
Photo by Linda Miller

Color-coded, district-oriented signs help visitors and residents find their way from highways to entertainment venues and attractions in Frisco, Texas.
Photo by Frisco CVB

Take a spin around Pole Position Raceway. Get high at
Canyons Rock Climbing indoor facility. Main Event offers laser
tag, bowling, a two-story gravity ropes course and video
games. Frisco Discovery Center provides hands-on experiences
in math, science and technology for all ages. Let your creative
juices ﬂow at Paint with a Twist and then take your
masterpiece home.
That’s not all there is to do, though, especially if you’re in a
sports state of mind.
Frisco is home to the RoughRiders, a minor league baseball
team, and FC Dallas soccer team and FC Dallas Stadium, a
multipurpose sports and entertainment complex. And there’s

the Dr. Pepper Arena where the Dallas Stars hockey team
practices and both the Texas Tornado hockey team and the
NBA D-League Texas Legends play.
And, of course, there’s shopping in Frisco. After all, that’s
what jumpstarted this city that now has more than 8 million
square feet of retail space. And for some, shopping really is a
sport.
In 2005, Ikea chose Frisco for its second store in Texas. The
Swedish-based big box store is chockfull of everything from
budget-friendly furniture to paper napkins. Nearby is
Stonebriar Centre, with Nordstrom as one of its anchors. More
than 100 stores and restaurants have sprouted around the
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mall the last few years. Specialty stores and boutiques are
scattered in other parts of the city, too.
Sore muscles from too much shopping or sports can be
soothed at one of the city’s spas.
Frisco is as dedicated to public art as it is to sports and
retail therapy.
Sculptures and paintings are displayed in parks, museums,
the senior center, the athletic center and even a middle
school. visitors need only drive around the city to see bronze
longhorns, cattle drives and cowboys, a nod to Frisco’s
heritage.
One of the more interesting art installations is at Hall Ofﬁce
Park. The Texas Sculpture Garden features 40 large sculptures
from some of Texas’ best-known artists. Some 100 other pieces
of sculpture and art are displayed throughout the ofﬁce park.
Heritage Museum, located a few miles north of the mall
where other new developments are under way, offers visitors a
The Union Pacific Big Boy 4018, the largest and strongest steam
engine, was built in 1941. It’s the showpiece of the Museum of the
American Railroad. Photo by Frisco CVB
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glimpse into Frisco’s history and start as a railroad town.
Nearby is a peek at the new Museum of the American
Railroad, which is being relocated from Dallas. Several trains
and two historic buildings already have been moved, and
more will come. They tell a story of railroad travel from 1900
to 1970. Eventually, the museum will be an entertainment and
educational site.
Now let’s talk food. It’s no secret that Oklahoma foodies
drive to Dallas to experience the city’s most-talked about
restaurants. Frisco’s culinary landscape is diversiﬁed and
tasty, and developing its own following from locals and outof-towners.
Here’s a sampling:
Pizzeria Testa Napoletana restaurant. The owner’s mother
comes from a long line of Italian pizza makers so it’s no
surprise the restaurant touts only the freshest ingredients,
dough made from just, ﬂour, water and salt and a wood-

Frisco, Texas, is home to the RoughRiders, a minor league baseball
team, and Dr. Pepper Ballpark. Photo by Frisco CVB

Pizza is baked for 60 seconds at 1,000 degrees at Pizzeria Testa
Napoletana restaurant in Frisco, Texas. Photo by Linda Miller

burning oven. Pizza is the star, but near the oven is a show.
Pizza cooks in just 60 seconds at 1,000 degrees. Manager
Brian Webster moved from Oklahoma City to Frisco to oversee
the restaurant.
II Brothers’ Grill & Bar. Salads, sandwiches, burgers, fried
catﬁsh and steaks are on the menu, but another big draw is
breakfast. Booths and tables ﬁll with adults and families

enjoying biscuits and gravy, monster burritos and omelets.
There’s an Oklahoma connection here, too. Brothers Josh and
Steven grew up in the restaurant business. Their family owns
Watson Burger, with locations in Durant and North Texas.
Cedars Woodﬁre Grill. Fast food that’s fresh. That’s the
concept here. Meals are prepared with no freezers, no fryers
and no microwaves. Everything is cooked to order on a large
open grill using dry heat. Menu items include wraps,
sandwiches, entrée bowls and salads.
Randy’s Steakhouse. Housed in a century-old victorian
house on Main Street, Randy’s is home to some of the best
food in the area and the restaurant consistently makes area
wide “best of” lists. Hand-cut steaks and the signature Randy
Alexander (get it?) are worth the trip.
For more information on Frisco, what to do, where to eat and
where to stay, go online to www.frisco.com. n
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ENTERTAINMENT
Norman Music Festival 6
Norman Music Festival brings rock to Central Oklahoma
By Bryan Mangieri

O

n April 25, 26 and 27, the city of
Norman will shut down streets in
expectation of a sea of people flooding
into its downtown district.
Rest assured. This is no reason for
citizens to panic.
It’s the annual Norman Music Festival, entering its sixth
year. According to the NMF, with six stages set outside and 12
indoor venues hosting 225 acts from across the country, NMF
is kind of a big deal for Oklahoma as a whole.
This year’s headliners who play on the main stage include
the Joy Formidable, Big Sam’s Funky Nation and King Khan
and the BBQ Show, all of which play Saturday, the last day of

The Joy Formidable

the festival. The Joy Formidable plays at 9 p.m., and Big Sam’s
Funky Nation plays at 8 p.m.
After ﬁnishing a European tour, King Khan and BBQ Show
plays 6:30 p.m. on the main stage. The duo promises to
continue its “mission to preserve the ‘real’ in rock ‘n’ roll…
which is a double edged sword.’”
The Canadian two-piece’s garage rock revivalism could
easily go toe to toe with, Sam the Sham, famous for the sixties
hit, “Wooly Bully.” But King Khan and the BBQ Show push its
music, so it’s more in-your-face, even if it is sort of tongue-incheek.
“We are brothers from different mothers, united by
unconditional love,” both said, in a statement together.

King Kahn and BBQ Show

The Norman Arts Council, which sponsors the NMF, raises
funds for the three-day extravaganza throughout the year,
Chairperson Kent Johnson said.
In the past, this made NMF apparently worth it for the
college town. In 2012, the NMF brought in $3.9 million,
according to the Norman Convention and visitor’s Bureau.
Johnson also said NMF gives opportunity to showcase “the
top musical” acts, leading to exposure for groups, both
national and local, to a larger scene. Johnson guarantees
audiences ﬁnding music from every imaginable genre
including red dirt, punk rock, metal and on and on and on.
“We kind of got it down to a science,” Johnson said. “We,
however, couldn’t do this without the city of Norman.”
Earlier in the year and via the Internet, NMF opened

auditions for local musicians to take part in the festival.
Lost Empires entered its songs for the open call and found
itself with a slot 9:30 p.m. Friday, at Guestroom Records
stage, 125 E. Main.
vocalist Brandon Davis said listeners should expect his
metal band, from Norman, to get wet from beer and sweat.
Lost Empires features scratchy vocals screamed (maybe even
squeezed) from the gut, while the rhythm section lays down
pure sludge.
“This festival kicks off our spring tour,” Davis said. “The
next morning we get up early and drive to Normal, Illinois.
“It’s going to be a powerful kick off to our tour,” Davis
continued. “Hopefully, none of us get arrested.” n
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Samantha Crain is scheduled to perform
at the Norman Music Festival on the
Jack Daniels Stage on Saturday, April 27.

